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By  D2-D2 and

 EO_crafterman



A Quest for 
Questions…

is a book that is funny exciting and can 
show you anyone can make a book. If 
you think abook about questions is 
boring than you haven’t met 
EO_crafterman and D2-D2.Youll laugh 
out loud at our funny book where we 
search on a quest for questions!



What is your favorite color?



What is the best thing in the world?



What would you like to change about 
the world?

More                                    DITTO



What rhymes with art?



What rhymes with rhyme? 



Who is your hero?



What is the stinkiest thing you’ve ever 
smelled?



What do you like to do?



What time is it?



If you could be anywhere right now, 
where would you be?



What is your biggest dream?



WHO WHAT WHERE WHEN WHY 
HOW?

Whats the question 
again????????????????



How do you do?

does the fox say





In another universe, I am…



How many licks does it take to get to 
the center of a tootsie roll pop?







I want to write a song about…



What’s the nicest thing you’ve ever 
done for your partner ?tell about 

to my 9 & 10  &11 
birthday



What’s the nicest thing anyone’s ever 
done for you?

Me stuff



How tall is the sky? 



How deep is the sea?



How does the sun work?

 
how should I 
know?????????????????????



How many fingers am I holding up?



Where have all the flowers gone?



When I’m older, I could visit Boulder, I 
could stretch my shoulder, I could I 
could also…



When I see my eyes I see…



What is the smallest thing in the world?



What is your favorite word?



What is your least favorite word?



What will your next book be about?



I want to read a book about…



What is your favorite letter in the 
alphabet?



Which is the most beautiful letter?



What is a beautiful sound?



What is black and white and red all 
over?







What is black and white and read all 
over?



What makes you smile?







What makes you frown?

I couldn’t think 
of 
anything!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



What makes you sneeze?



What is cool?





My neighborhood is like…

  
mine,more like … … … quiet



San Francisco is like…

   DITTO



The Bay Area is like…

   is 
this a trick question?????????



The United States is like…

 
50 states put together



The world is like…

       round



The solar system is like…



   





The universe is like…



The multiverse is like…

did 
you say



How much wood would a woodchuck 
chuck if a woodchuck could chuck 
wood?





Would you like to dance?





Mirror mirror on the wall, who’s the 
ferriswheelingest one of all?







What are you thinking about?

   something



What are you dreaming about?

  
something



What are you feeling?







What are you eeling?

   what does that mean



The best sport in the world is…







A sport I’d like to play is…



What’s the coolest thing you’ve ever 
seen?





What’s the weirdest thing you’ve ever 
seen?

 IT’S A     TRICK 
QUESTION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



We know the sound of one hand 
clapping.  What is the sound of two 
hands clapping?

    Two hands clapping



Before the multiverse, before the 
universe, there was…



If I could make a T-shirt with anything 
on it, it would be…







What have you never thought of?

  if you find the answer, youll think 
about your anwser



What have you never felt?



When it’s not raining cats and dogs, 
what’s it doing?



What else does YOLO stand for?

What else does LOL stand for?

What really makes you LOL?

Whats the answer?

 



About D2-D2
D2-D2 plans to write more books one 
day and enjoys reading. Also read the 

books who’s cover is nonsense.



About EO_crafterman
  EO_ crafterman, EO_gaming, Bob, or 
StaidDread 49 is awesome. Bob isn’t 

anywhere near my real name. 
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